
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Over the past 30 years, Friends have been providing transformational support for the Hall, ensuring this historic 

building remains a home for great music making. Enjoy the benefits of friendship by joining as a Friend today, and 

be a part of the Wigmore story.    

 

Wigmore Hall is a no smoking venue. No recording or photographic equipment may be taken into the auditorium nor used in any other part of the Hall without the prior 
written permission of the management.  
In accordance with the requirements of City of Westminster persons shall not be permitted to stand or sit in any of the gangways intersecting the seating, or to sit in any 
other gangways. If standing is permitted in the gangways at the sides and rear of the seating, it shall be limited to the number indicated in the notices exhibited in those 
positions. 
Disabled Access and Facilities - full details from 020 7935 2141. 
Wigmore Hall is equipped with a ‘Loop’ to help hearing aid users receive clear sound without background noise. Patrons can use this facility by switching hearing aids to 
‘T’. 

 
Please ensure that watch alarms, mobile phones and any other electrical devices which can become audible are switched off. Phones on a vibrate setting can still be heard, 
please switch off. 
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Kuhnau at Christmas 

Johann Kuhnau is usually remembered as the 

predecessor of Johann Sebastian Bach in Leipzig, where 

he was cantor at the Thomasschule from 1701 to 1722. In 

his day, Kuhnau was celebrated as a polymath. He was a 

practising lawyer and wrote a dissertation on the laws 

affecting church musicians. An accomplished linguist, he 

was fluent in French, Italian, Latin, Greek and Hebrew. In 

the 1690s he wrote two operas and at least three comic 

novels, including a satire on an incompetent musician. 

Above all, Kuhnau was recognised for his achievements 

as a choral director, organist and composer. Although 

many of his works are now lost, he composed prolifically. 

As his obituary explained: ‘The church pieces he 

composed … may be difficult to count, considering that he 

never or very rarely used works by other composers in his 

many performances; on the contrary, he was often called 

upon to help out others with compositions of his own.’ 

The years around 1700 saw many changes within 

Lutheran church music. In previous decades, church 

composers set texts from the Bible and hymns, often 

using experimental structures that closely followed the 

words. From 1700 it became fashionable to use newly 

written libretti as pioneered by the clergyman Erdmann 

Neumeister. These libretti were modelled on opera, using 

the structure of recitatives and arias, and often with 

flowery Baroque metaphors. As Erdmann Neumeister 

argued: ‘Even though this kind of poetry is modelled on 

theatrical verse, is it not sanctified by being dedicated to 

the glory of God?’ 

Kuhnau had a fraught relationship with these new styles 

of church music. Around 1710 he faced competition from 

ensembles run by Leipzig students performing at the 

opera and at the Neukirche. Aggrieved by their ventures, 

he vowed not to write church music in operatic styles: ‘The 

Holy Place and Holy Text demand all the Art, Splendour, 

Modesty and Honour the composer can give them.’ At 

other times, however, he enthusiastically employed 

operatic styles, as shown by the Christmas cantatas in 

today’s programme. 

The older style of church music is represented by Singet 
dem Herrn ein neues Lied. The text is from Psalm 98, 

whose joyful exuberance is captured by the festal scoring 

and dance-like opening. Kuhnau responded to each line of 

the text with different musical ideas or scorings, ranging 

from tutti chattering on ‘Denn er tut Wunder’ (‘He hath 

done marvellous things’) to the rapt soprano line on ‘Der 

Herr lässet sein Heil verkündigen’ (‘The Lord hath made 

known his salvation’). The virtuoso bass solo ‘Mit 

Drommeten und Posaunen’ (‘With trumpets and sound of 

cornet’) is aptly accompanied by the brass, with rushing 

semiquavers representing the roaring sea on ‘Das Meer 

brause’. The final Halleluja is a feat of counterpoint, 

combining one theme in slow upward steps with two 

themes in quicker notes.  

In O heilige Zeit, written in the mid-1700s, Kuhnau 

aligned himself with the latest fashions for church 

cantatas. Instead of Biblical words, he used a libretto newly 

published by Neumeister. The libretto implies that the 

movements should be set as recitatives or arias for a solo 

singer, and Kuhnau follows aspects of this plan. He sets 

‘Wüte nur’ as an operatic rage aria to show how the ‘alte 

Schlange’ (‘old serpent’) has been disarmed; and the 

limpid recitative ‘Ach, denk ich zwar’ expresses 

tenderness towards the baby Jesus. Yet Kuhnau also 

develops the music far beyond the implications of the 

libretto. The first movement, envisaged as recitative by 

Neumeister, is an exuberant chorus over a running bass. 

He uses the opening theme ‘O heilige Zeit’ as a motto 

against the other voices, and restates it at the end of 

subsequent movements. All this gives a level of musical 

complexity and coherence exceeding what Neumeister 

envisaged. 

Kuhnau combined old and new styles in Das Alte ist 
vergangen, for the Feast of the Circumcision of Christ on 

New Year’s Day. The cantata comprises Biblical extracts 

set for chorus, alternating with newly written poetry set as 

solo arias. The choruses use the earlier style where each 

Biblical line is illustrated by a different theme, such as 

detached chords on ‘Das Alte’ or a wandering contrapuntal 

subject for ‘ist vergangen’ (‘is gone’). The arias 

contemplate Christ’s circumcision and baptism as 

symbols of the annual shift from old to new life, using 

blood and water as metaphors for religious covenants. In 

the final chorus, festal cries of ‘Freuet euch’ featuring 

trumpets and drums are followed by a prayer for the New 

Year. 

Other church cantatas used chorale tunes, the hymns 

familiar to all Lutherans, as a way to communicate with the 

congregation. Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern is an 

elaboration of Philipp Nicolai’s 1599 chorale, where the 

morning star symbolizes Christ’s coming. In the outer 

choruses, the chorale is stated by the sopranos, with 

contrapuntal elaborations in the lower voices and 

instruments. The intervening movements include 

recitatives and arias for the tenor. ‘O Wundersohn’ uses 

woodwind descending lines for the moment of incarnation 

where earth and heaven become one. The aria ‘Kommt ihr 

Völker’ summons crowds to Jesus with effects taken from 

Italianate opera, including upward rushing scales in the 

strings. 

In Frohlocket, ihr Völker, und jauchzet, ihr Heiden, 

possibly written in the last years of his life, Kuhnau used 

the most modern styles. The piece sets a libretto by an 

unknown author, with no quotations from the Bible or from 

hymns. Kuhnau created expansive movements using the 

techniques of Italian operatic composers such as Vivaldi. 

The scale of the initial chorus is signalled by the 

instrumental opening, featuring trumpets and a solo violin 

whose line unfolds over a long harmonic arc. In the tenor 

aria ‘Kleines Kind’, the earth’s delight at Christ’s birth is 

conveyed by a sparkling duet between solo violin and 

obbligato organ. The alto aria ‘Willkommen, mein Leben’ is 

built on a repeating ciaconna bass which, along with the 

optimistic upward steps of the melodic lines, may suggest 

the unending welcome given by the believer to Christ. The 

sheer inventiveness is typical of Kuhnau’s work and amply 

justifies the revival of his cantatas. 
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Translation of 'Singet dem Herrn ein neues Lied' by Daniel Costello. 'Das 
Alte ist vergangen' and 'Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern' by Susan 
Marie Praeder. 'Frohlocket, ihr Völker' by J Bradford Robinson. 


